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Colvin Hall haunted by good-natured ghost
b, Infer km
stall write,
For most of us. seeing a ghost on Halloween is
nothing out of the ordinars • but to those who live in
Cotv'M Halt, Wing a ghost any night of the year is
far from unusual.
Many of the people
who live in or hase stayed
at Colvin Hatt believe the
dormitory is haunted.
'There is definitely a
ghost here," said Terri
Gallant, former resident
director of Colsin Hall.
"I don't know who it is,
but I don't behest. it's
Caroline. that's just what
everyone calls her "
"Caroline; is Caroline
t'olsin the first dean of
women at the 1 - n1%er-city
of Maine.
'it's speculated that
she's the ghost because
she's the woman the
building is named
after," Gallant said.
Gallant initially heard
of the ghost during her
first year at ('ohm in
1979.
"The girls living
upstairs said thcs heard a
woman :rving in the mid-
dle of the night, but when they looked for her
couldn't find anyone. There were only three rooms on
the floor and they repeatedly heard the crying."
About this time objects also started disappearing-
It is possible that the ghost
Reagan, Alf 
thcs
from the building, especiall) from Gallant's
apartment
"There were several instances where things would
disappear and reappear." she said. "I had gold
jewelry missing for short periods of time, but
everything was always returned, usually under the
fifth year as resident director. This was the year the
dormitory went co-ed, and it was also the first year
the ghost was seen. 
_
"When men moved in, people began to see her,"
Gallant said. "It was at if she didn't want them in the
building."
of tarohne oisin haunts the hall. of the dorm named
pillows of my couch.
''Supposedly spirits can take things away into their
world if thes like them," she added.
Gallant didn't really believe in the ghost until her
among popular -
le NM Leap
%of
This Halloween, Ronald Reagan, is
in. Richard Nixon is out. and Freddie
Kruger and Alf are gaining popoisrits
among costume busers
'Ronnie, been P-OPUlar For the last
two or three ye-ars," said Mike
.Richard, second assistant at Spencer
'Gifts in the Bangor Mall.
People looking for sx,stumes this year
can spend as little as S1.49 for a lone
or as much as S8.0 for d gorilla or
chicken costume.
At Spencer. the store has sold all 40
of its rubber Ronald Reagan masks at
about Slfl apiece. A couple of Nixon
masks, retailing at 515, are still
as ailabk, though.
The same goes for Taylor Rental in
Biewer. Employee Jeff Strang said the
(see COSTUME page 21
Black cats are a Halloween
favorite. la earlier times it
was thought if one happened
photo Ivy nous Vanderdende
to cross the path of so as w ard
Oct. 31 travelers. the, would
suffer from future bad luck.
In thim istmue: are Colvin
Ihull ressidents bletused with
friendly ghotst whose
name its not (;asper?
photo by Joh• haw
after her.
The first time she was
supposedly spotted was
when two residents were
in the kitchen late AI nigin
making sandwic.hes.
"While they were talk-
ing they both saw a
woman walk by them and
go directly into the walk-
in," Gallant said.
"Both said they were sure
they saw someone and
both -"-claimed that she
never came out of the
walk-in."
She also stated that
during that -yeas'- there
were several occasions
when men wOuld hear
their name called and
when they turned they
would see a woman stan-
ding before them.
"She was described as
being slender with long
hair that she always wore
up. She was not very tall
and was dressed in an old looking skirt and
blouse," Gallant said.
(see GHOST page 9)
Oct. 31 traditions
have long history
Nein Ulm
Start writer
Trick-or-treats, practical jokes, costume parties
and grinning ja.:k-o'-lanterns — thcs've been a
tradition of Halloween.
But Oct. 31 wasn't always an enjoyable children's
•
.holiday. •
Many holidays honor a famous person or
celebrate an event: but ,superstitions -and customs
gathered throuigh the ages go into the celebration
of Halloween as we know it today.
Thousands of years ago, in England. Scotland
and Ireland, the day that is now Nov. I was the
sear It was also thought of
as the start of winter and was called Summer's End,
or the time when the sun retreated before the powers
of darkness.
People believed there was a war between winter
and summer and that at summer's end. the "army"
of winter — ghosts, goblins, witches. black cats and
other esti spirits of the dead, would be out
celebrating and might attack them.
To protect themselves, special ceremonies were
(see HALLOWS page 9)
The Univernit% of Maine hockey
leant will be plaving in Alabama.
eekend sport), action highlighted on
pagets 10-12.
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Cost
store is out of both Ronald Reagan and
Nixon, although Reagan sold faster.
"test year. Islixon was more
popular." he said.
AIs popular at both stores is a mask
of Freddie Kruger, the gruesome % iliain
of "A Nightmare on Elm Street. -.-
Spencer sold boiii Oritsrruger masks
at S30 apiece, while Taylor Rental sold
one at S45 and rented two at about S20
In addition to the mask. Spencer has
sold all of its razor-clad, Freddie
Krueger hands at S20 apiece.
This seat also is the year to be im-
acinatise. store managers say.
• Strang said Taylors rented. a
Budweiser beer outfit, a Budlight out
tit and a Campbell's Soup costume
"These are popular with the college
students," he said
Taylor 'Rental also sells and rents a
mask of Alf, the turr% alien of NBC's
icastusion program although some peo-
ple come dWaN disappointed'
"Most' people want thc whole All
costume, which we don't carry, " he
said.
At Laserdiere's in Orono. priests.
nuns, and Down Last fishermen hasc'
been selling well, as have witches, %am
pires and costumes likened to Elsira,
continued from page II
Coor's Light's mistress of the dark
Giorgi Dubois, store manager. 'said
make-up kits, capes' and hats also are
popular •
Anernats-trE-TTIVOrite this- year as.
well
Spencer is sold -out of gorilla -
-
cortumec.birt-tras a-ad:Arm anduwotf  
t
At Taylor Rental. Strang said men
have wanted to dress up as gorillas.
chickens and bananas. while women
hase been more inclined to masquarade
as flappers. saloon girls and teenager,
from the 50%
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Serve Others
You my brothers. were called
to be free. But do not use Your
freedom to indulge the sinful
nature, rather. serve one
another in love
—Garati-ana 5 tl
ZOOLOGY
Junior English
Proficiency Exam
Monday, Nov. 2. 1987
6:30 p.m.
102 Murray Hall
Required for Graduation ,
All Zoology
and Biology and Iliad Tech 16Iaprs ASSi
Juniors
must take this •xarril
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Severance
by Jeasiette km
• "'
This is the Jilt in a series of arbc
about the Assoc-lawn of Gradeo
Students' severance from stude
government.
University of Maine students are ir
dangerous situation because of co
tinuous animosity between the stude
government and the Association
Graduate Students, said Tim Lyden. t
association's grant committee chair,
"These are two of the most powerl
student representative groups on cal
pus," Lyden said. "If they contin
with all of these disagreements they ss
not deal effectisely with problems
mutual interest, and particular problei
dealing with the Administration..
'The problems between lAlai
graduate students and student goves
merit starred when the Graduate Stud
Board decided. on April 23, to sever
membership with student gosernme
And withdraw from the General Stude
Senate.
When the resolution to allow
graduate students to pull out of studi
gosernment came to the attention of I
CAS. some of its members question
the legality of the scserance
Tartan' ids, co-chili etthe -f
Elections Prao ices Committee, said.
am not convinced all of the radii
students agree with the Association
Graduate Students board's decision
"Without a presentation of a retell
dum, which will show they do agret
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Severance decision based on longterm needs
W Bravo
Stat. 4,,te,
This is the fire in e stritslif
about the Association of Graduate
Students' severance from student
government.
Unisersity of Maine students are in a
dangerous situation because of con•
tinuous animosity between the student
government and the Association of
Graduate Students, said Tim Lyden. the
association's grant committee chair.
"These are two of the FT1()%i powerful
student representative groups on cam-
pus," Lyden said. "If they continue
with all of these disagreements they will
not deal effectively with problems of
mutual interest, and particular problems
dealing with the administration."
The problems between UMaine
graduate students and student gosern-
rnent started when the ( iraduate Student
Board decided, on April 23, to sever its
membership with student government
and withdraw from the General Student
Senate.
--When-the resolution to allow the
graduate students to pull out of student
government came to the attention of the
(,SA. some of Its members questioned
the legality of the severance.
rarnerk DAVit;4W-c-tia1uvittlit fair
Elections Practices Committee, said, -I
am not convinced all of the graduate
students agree with the Association of
Graduate Students board's decision.
"Without a presentation of a referen-
dum, which will show they do agree, 1
do not agree the severance is legal."
she said
Steve Crelatt, president of the associa-
tion, said the board was given a
unilateral right to withdraw from the
student government when it joined in
1977.
"The right to withdraw was
unilaterally established, the organization
that joined student go.ertiment *as the
graduate board, and the Vote (to
withdraw) last spring was nothing less
than the exercise of this right," he
said.
Mike Scott, off-campus senator, said
the Graduate Student Board did not
decide to pull out until the senate finish- •
ed voting it 1987.1988 • budget
allocation.
In a recent Whetstone article Mike
Scott said, "As the Executive Budgetary
Committee recommended to the student
.)
Does excess hair
make you
0 self
conscious?
Electrolysis is the answer
°Find out bow yo.. czn look
c, ono feel better
For permanent results-Call
for a free consultation
experienced electiotysis-
specialists
reduced studwit mhos
9420781
Tilirice5dInrirkr
senate that the GSB receive only 316,589
of the $40,984 it had requested, some
have speculated that this is why the GSB
moved to sever_..froft. student
government ".
Gelatt said the hoard decided to split
from student government in the after-
noon, before the GSS decided to cut its
budget that night.
Gelatt said, "I think the graduate
students, in their deliberations over the
budget for the fiscal year of 1986-1987,
thought the GSS had been more than
generous.
"In our deliberations we did not
know our budget would be cut because
GSS had been so generous in past
years." he said: _"Our decision was
based on more long-teeth financial plan-
ning needs. If you cut it to the basics,
we needed more financial stability."
(;clatt said he did not tell the senate
about the board's decision before it
voted on the board's budget.
"But that was because we were not
sure our decision would be approved of
by the administration and we needed to
be conscientious" he said
IUniversity Mall, Orono 827-6003
"Ice Skating Specialists"
Hockey & Figure
Complete equipment & supplies
used skates * skate sharpening
discount for stuchmts!
Colby-Concerts-Presents:
with special guests
The Brandos
Saturday, Nov. 7th 8:00 PM
Wadsworth Gymnasium 4 Tickets available at Sound Source,
Colby College Bangor and all Ticketron locations.
Tickets $12.00 for-more concert info call 872-3338
fa
eamia•••••••••••[.-
•
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Royal Winnipeg Ballet to perform Sunday
by Steve istier
'slush: of Hayden and Strauss will ac-
company the Royal Winnipeg Ballet m
its first ,latrte. performance, Nos. 1 in
the fiutchnis.Concert Hall of the Maine
Center for the Arts.
Serious ballet can sometimes he the
subject of ridicule but the Rosal in -
miles Ballet is creating its own laughs
this time: the Sunday afternoon show
features many serious works but also
reveals the farsical side of ballet using
,Hayden's Symphony in I). adopted tor
the stage to satirize ballet themes and
cliches.
Twenty-stx dancers and 14 orchestral
musicians will re-create sights and
sounds of past centuries through ex-
cerpts of Swan Lake and other works
choreographed or rearranged for small
groups
—Esrablit-h-ed- in 1439.11w 'Royal-Win-
nipeg Ballet is the oldest of three pro-
minent Canadian companies and has
performed in a sanets of foreign coun-
tries including Australia,
C'rechoslosakia, Israel. Cuba, and the
.Sostet Union The appearance on cam-
pus marks the 2fith anniversary of the
university's Canadian- .kmenc.an Center
"They're a sets well-trained corn -
pans." said Alex Cooke. UMaine
dance instructor.
1 he Rs al W innspeg Rana will make Its first appearaseels-hisimiliaaday-atIbe Calsersity -of Mains- The- per-
Ittrmance. to be held at the Maine Center for the Ails,lisciades themes dealiag with modelle dame. and reflec-
tions on a world as-,aiting the sesand coming of Owlet.
•
The Winnipeg comports is held in high esteem not only as
a small. carefully -selected group but as the parent comans for
its own teaching institution, from which 80 percent of the
members are drawn
In addition to Tchaikossks and Hayden. the show will
teat ure choreography set to MUSK of Richard Strauss. a 19th
centurs Viennese composer who populanred the waltz
Other themes include modern dance and reflections on a
world awaiting Christ's second coming
"Thes hose been expanding their repertory in many direc-
tions." said UMaine Dance Coordinator Kim Arrow.
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet started as a small company but
has grown into a major compans in recent sears. he said
"They're a compans on the rise, he said "I'm sure it
will be a great show "
Aerosrnith/Dokken Portland concert disappointing
-0
4
by tort Sailers
"Don't burn yourselses out now,"
sautioned vocalist Steve Tyler after he
and the members of Aerosmith had
taken the stage, 'because we're just sa-
tin' started " Little did the Oct. 2'.
Portland crowd know that quote would
be the overstatement of the night
Not only did the show last a mere
hour and 20 minutes. but their selection
of songs could have been much better.
After opening up with "Toys in the
Attic," they followed up with some
_more oldies like '•Same Did Song and
Dance." "Big 1 en Inch Record."
and "Last Child "
Tyler.-aartnuat. put on a great slé
Between running a couple of miles
aroutO the stage, doing hack flips, spit-
ting on the crowd, and whatever else
the bottle made him do, he sang ex-
tremely well and didn't bungle up the
_Show.
Joe Perry let loose on classics like.
"Sweet Emotion," and "Let The
Music Do The Talking." with his
slide guitar and his voice.
A drum solo. you ask? Of course. But
it was not the same as any other solo.
Joey Kramer managed to play the drums
in an original manner - with his hands
and face. It was interesting.
The new•Aerosmrth 1.P "Permanent
Vacation" was only supported with
The Duck Stops Here.
Van Raymond Guns
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I.
three - songs: "Dude." "Rag Doll."
(both of which are radio fixtures
iTieCTOsing Beatles remake
"I'm Down."
All were well-liked bs the Portland
crowd.
"Dream On," featuring Tyler on
the keyboard. is always a favorite as well
as, "Train Kept a Rollin" and the ver-
bose Run D.M.C. resnake "Walk Tlus
Way" were all played to the delight of
the crowd.
Yes, it was a good show, but for only
an hour and 20 minutes?
Dok ken, who is always impressise,
almost played that long. And they were
the opening act!
4,11 the songs one would expect them
to play were played. "In Ms
Dreams:4' —ter —Not t os-e;-"-- -and i
"Alone Agatn." were some favorites. •
Their selections °Ms ranged from their
second and third albums.
Guitarist George Lynch is still incredi-
ble enough to make one's jaw open and
eyes pulse during most of his quick-
fingered solos Still, without a new
album out. Dokken prosed they are a
good. accomplished rock and roll band
and could headline at any time now
Anyone who went to the second
show, let me know if Aerosmith played
any longer, and if they did, don't men-
tion it to me
University Bookstore
Bangor Lounge
Hours
M-F 15.30
tf -2-
Bring this coupon and receive
100/0 off any regular priced
sweatshirt in stock.
Offer good Mon. Nov. 2 through Sat Nov. 7 Only
e ,
,t
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Causes and
war to be di
War has no triumph in a nuclear age
Its root cause and solution lie in thi
salua and assumptions of men an
women, and those ideas will be discuss
ed during a Nos. 2 lecture at the Univer
sits of Maine.
(*harks Nauss, associate profess°
and co-director of the Russian Studie
Program at Colby College will preset
"Beyond War: An Idea Whose Tim,
Has Come" at 7 p.m in 120 Little Hall
The lecture, sponsored by the News ani
Views Committee orthe Union Board
is free and open to the public
Hauss, a member of the Cenm
Maine Beyond War Movement Steam
Committee, will include in his talk: WI
warring must stop, what causes wa
how resolving war is a state-of-mini
how •10 Make war obsolete, and ho
people can- make a difference.
During 1988, he will be a full-tin
s Aunteer staff member of Beyond Vi'a
a am-profit, non-partisan education
foundation dedicated to changing II
way people think about war
11 portrait of J. Arnold ( °Math. t
late professor of *grater at the I nisi
sits Of Maine, was reteedy dedicated
his rnemors in the Herschel L. Bnci:
Room of Ilauck Auditorium. Pictur
at the dedication are: J. Palmer I its
of Bangor, left, who painted the pi
trait. Mars I ou (.olhath of Oror
widow of Profewsor olhath And I. dy
Plaattitriate show, "Hallow
Lights and I rights," a new hol:
show that blends legends of the s:
world, creatures of the night, and sp
effects into one 40-minute special.
tober 15-31. Wingate Hall, Thursi
6:30.. Fridays 7 p.m., Saturdays 2 I
Admission.-
Play, "Her Mghtinple and the!
Woman," Oct. 29-Nov. 1-, 8 p
Oct. 3I-Nos, I. 2 p.m., Pay:
Theatre. Admission. 581-1-755i
Preformaace, Royal Winnipeg Bi
Nos,. 1.3 p.m., Hutchins Concert 1
Maine Center for the Arts. Admit!
581-1755.
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Causes and prevention of
war to be discussed
War has no triumph in a nuclear age.
Its root cause and solution lie in the
values and assumptions of men and
*omen, and those ideas will be discuss•
ed during a Nov. 2 lecture at the Univer-
sity of Maine.
('harks Nauss, associate professor
And co-director of the Russian Studies
Program at Colby College will present
"Beyond War: An Idea Whose Time
Has Come" at 7 p.m. in 120 Little Hall.
The lecture, sponsored by the News and
Views 'Committee of the Union Board.
is free and open to the public.
Halal, a member of the Central
Maine Beyond War %love-malt Steering
Committee, will include in his talk: Why
warring must stop, what causes war.
how resolving war is a state-of-mind.
how to Make war obsolete, and how
people can' make a difference.
During 1988, he will be a full-time
volunteer staff member of Beyond War,
a rion•prolit, non-partisan educational
foundation dedicated to changing the
way people think about war
k portrait of J. A mold Gilboa • the
late professor of theater Si She Univer-
sal. of Maine. was recentts dedicated is
his memory in the Herschel 1 . Bricker
1104,441 of Hauck Auditorium. Pictured
at the dedicatios are: J. Palmer libbs
of Bangor, kit, who painted the por-
trait: Mar % I nu Lolhath of I iron°,
widow of Professor ( oltoith. and Idgar
That mode of thinking must change
to allow people to resolve conflicts in
more creative ways if war is to be avoid-
ed, Hauss explained. • -
Beyond War, headquartered in Palo
Alto, Calif., has approximately 30.000
active members nation-wide, including
several groups in Maine, a,:cordmi; to
Hausi.
He is the primary author of the
organization's first mass market book
scheduled for publication in 1988. Its
working title is "Beyond War: The
Challenge of the Nuclear Age."
Hauss. who received his bachelor's
degree in government from Oberlin Col-
lege in 1969. earned his raster's and
PhD ,in political science from the
University of Michigan.
He is the author of "The New Left
in, France: The Unified Socialist Par
ty, " and many articles on France,
political parties in Europe and North
Amenca, and the threat of nuclear war
Since 1984, Hauss has given more
than 100 public talks on the nuclear
crisis and the Beyond War Movement
A. Cyrus. chair of the CM Department
of neater Dome.
Colgate, who died loft -December.
tam* alt Maine for IX sears. directed
such Maine„Masque theatre presenta-
tions as "Hamlet" and "tattys and
tiolls" and wrote several plass. in-
cluding "Ikr .Augenblick" and "the
Woman in the %lath Row
Cti lilting Attre t II
Plaaeiariam show, "Halloween
I ights and Frights," a new: holiday
show that blends legends of the spirit
world, creatures ot the night, .and special
effects into one 40-minute special. Oc-
tober 15-31, Wingate Hall. Thursdays
6:30, Fridays 7 p.m , Saturdays 2 p.m.
Admission..
Ploy, "Her Nightingale and the Satin
Woman," Oct. 29-Nov. I. 8 p.m.,
Oct. 31-Nov. I. 2 p.m., Pavilion
Theatre. Admission. 581-1-755i
Performance, Royal Winnipeg Ballet,
Nov. 1, 3 p.m.. Hutchins Concert Hall,
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission
581-1755.
Performance, I ree man• Coleman 
Dance Compans , Nos. 6, 8 p.m..
Hauck Auditorium. Admission
581-17,15..
Lecture, "Beyond war: Ao Idea
Whose Time Has Come," Nov. 2, 7
p.m., 120 Little Hall. by Charles Hauss,
associate professor of government and
co-director of the Russian studies Pro-
gram at Colby College
Health Fair, Nov. 4, 10 a.m.•3 p m.,
Union, offering free blood pressure
hearing and vision and other screenings,
sponsored by Cutler Health Center.
Lecture. —Mechanisms of Change:
DO Lemons Whistle?," Nov. 3, 8
p.m., Hutchins Concert Hall. By BBC
science and technology -commentator
James Burke. Distinguished Lecture
Series. 581-1755.
Recital, by cellist Diane Herrington
Roscetti and pianist Kathryn Ann Foley.
NON 6, 8 p.m., 1 o,t.4 Ad
mission. 581-1755
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26 Bullets
27 Beginners
29 Title of respect
31 Cudgel
33 Country of
Euroo.
37 Army officers
ebb
38 Imprisonment
42 Roman 1001
45 Home of N
Mess
46 Supplicate
47 Simean
48 Sample lyric
at High card
50 ()spoon
52 Room •n harem
53 inquire
55 Postscript
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re you getting the right dose?
WJs8ZaIilk
0•Xt",..."
University of Maine students who
take vitamin and mineral sup-
plements may be risking their health
and wasting their money.
A well-balanced and varied diet
will give almost every individual the
nutrients they need in sufficient
. quantities .
Eating a sandy of foods is the best
way to.assure that one does not over-
dose or become deficient in vitamins
and minerals.
_A well-balanced diet will also pro-
-vide extra bonuses iikèfiber . and
energy-giving compounds, Just to
name a few.
If you do choose to take a supple-
ment, there are some general rules to
follow in order to get the "right
dose" of vitamins and minerals.
- Read the label. The levels ol
nutrients should not exceed 100 per-
cent of the USRDA (United States
Recommended Daily Allowance).
The USRDA was created by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration and
is based on the National Resource
Council/National Academy of
Science's Recommended Daily
Allowances.
These allowances are defined as
"the levels of intake of essential
nutrients considered adequate to
meet the known nutritional needs of
practically all healthy persons. "
The USRDA represents the highest
level of the NR( RDA for each
nutrient.
Supplementation beyond the
USRDA has no demonstrated
benefits for most individuals.
- Do not take Magic nutrient sup-
plements. They usually come in high
doses—and caacause imbalances.
Many vitamins and minerals are toxic
it taken in large quantities.
In this case, if some is good, more.
may not be necessarily better!
- Use a MUltiv Ramis/ mineral sup-
plement. Use the kinds that have
most of the vitamins and several of
the minerals present in amounts
representing approximatels the same
• percentage of the USRDA.
For further information on
vitamins, minerals, and supplemen-
tation, stop by the Sutton lounge in
the Memorial Union between 10 a.m.
and 3 p.m. Nov. 4 during the '87
Health-Fair.
Nutrition students will be there to
answer your questions and will have
printed material available for you.
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Who emit
Members of the executise branch of the GeneralStudent Senate need to take a few minutes toread the student government constitition.
Although the GSS, in general. is Upholding the spirit
of its by-laws, it bends its own rules. In one recent
event. its members bent the constitution to the breaking
point.
Christopher Boothby. president of student gosern-
-
ment. met with Tim ,Lyden. a represeritative-of the •
-Association of Graduate Students. .
Lyden offered Boothby a S5,000 check as payment
for 'both past and future GSS-funded graduate student
activities. 4
Boothby accepted the check and the goodwilloffer-
Ina, then changed his mind. ,
Oct 6. he returned the check to Lyden and went to
participate in a CiSS meeting The check as never Men-
tioned at the meeting_
Carl Pease. who wrote the student government ccsn-
stitution, said his opinion of this situation is that
Boothby has broken GSS law
He said Leslie Dootrrtle-; ale vice-president qf finan-
cial affairs, is the only person in student government -
who can enact financial policy
Boothby said he doesn't think the acceptanceand re-
iection of a check is the creation of financial policy. 
,
But this by-law applies to any finances that concern
money •
the GSS. The refusal to accept payment for GSS ser-
vices. therefore, is an enactment of financial policy.
The most important part of this by-taw states that
Doolittle must report to GSS. She cannot make deci-
sions without doing so. Whs. should Boothby be allowed
to make these decisions without doing co?
For practical purposes Boothby, as head of student
government. can negotiate with all clubs, hoards and
organizations. Howeser. he is obligated tc. tei-Oft' alt
negotiations to th&-G/SS, if not under the student
gosernment constitution, at least for the sake of ethics
It is up to Doolittle to tell the GSS that a check was
offered by the.graduate students. In this case. however.
she was not told of the check's existance
Doolittle is not obligated to go along with any finan-
cial policies of the cabinet: Her decisions .are subject -on
ly to GSS approval.
She therefore isnot obligated to go along with
Boothby's decision, since he is merely the cabinet chair.
Doolittle should have known about the graduate
students' offer of a S5.000 check. The GSS should look
to Boothby for an explanation.
A
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TRICK 
HEADQUARTF--;
Linda McGivern
By popular demand; Lupus
Mallwalker:Dark Visor, and even OH
Whine Cannoli are dead after refusing
to receive their immunizations and
subsequentls dying of measles.
A .11 arne Campus photographer said.
"Excuse me boss lady. but I just don't,
get sour point Then he said. "It's
rather nebulous
An editorial page editor, who would
rather not be identified, said, "()ti,
another l.upus Mallwalker column, is
this going to be. like. a semester long
thingr *-
%ell. I get the picture guys
I -guess an editor is surspOsed to wi ite
about more dignified things, things like
the rise of existentialism in the western
  hemisphere and the worings of OPEC
'rtiitavAneditor 15 vupvincsi to changt-tr- = - -
the world and make it a better place to -
Ilse in She is supposed to expose cot- .
ruptiob and injustice whereser she sees-
Because of this, today I am going to
wine. about a sery SERIOUS subject.
I am going to write about the social
. injustices of trick or treating in modern
'day society.
When I was in eighth grade I went
trick or treating for the last time, and
a very embarrassing outing it was
Each time a potential trick or treatee
opened his or her door to us. he or she
would say. "My. my. what big trick or
treaters you all are."
In reflection. what these people were
--really saying was, "My, my, you little-,
brats, get your eighth-grade asses out of
.:04(1AITIes and let the reel 
, kids cat all my Halloween :ands."
- • — - that's neither here nor the-re,
because *hat we are really dealing with
here is SOCIAL CORRUPTION AND
INJUSTICE.
I am speaking specificalls of the in-
justice involsecl in Halloween trickor
treating. I belies e there is some serious _
discrimination going down hcrc. Why.
in this day and age, are adults unfairly .
barred from participating in this plea.'
cant yearly rituar
feel a particular lona•sSanding lose
for those miniature package' of sweet
It . which brings up todav's second
of. yes folks. CfIRR.I.:PlIt
The and industry at Halloween is
surely corrupt. Back when I was a kid.
in thedays when one walked three miles
in the snow around neighborhoods dur -
mg (Xi. 1 solicrutions. there used to
be four sweet tarts per package. Now
there are only two.
this is something that must be
remedied. This is CORRUPTION (or
inflation, which is another topic that is
relevant to the smooth workings of
society and -Of which an EDITOR
should concern herself) at its best.
I feel much more dignified now, and
I hope society has become a better place -
in s.ihih TO e.
Putshed /Ice tunes weal% al the t not-roil, of Maine WI...oh if %Wit I ord Hatt. t no,rvols of
number; sulserio,ne Office. 1111 1.2'1 Business Office. ifIl 12'2. I &tot. ittl 12."1, %Unarms Idstoe. I.
•norts CPI I:NI ‘dsectistni and subsotplIon (ate, isallahle upon (nye... Nulled at the f 16..merls 4
( Ora right The /kith Si.,,',, ( arnplo rtitlit.. ,tie.sed
(hono, %lam< 0440( Ickphons
cocasrootn. PII i 410 'MCI 1215't 4
en. I 11.mtwth %Luny
•
_Linda ..4faiimern misses Lupus
Mallwalker.
•
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Press has I
lo the 'editor. 
David Greely's Oct. 23
editorial suggested that the
American press is racist because
it does not take Jessie Jackson's
presidential campaign
seriously.
As evidence, tiredy cites the
coverage by the .%ew York
Times of a recent Jackson
speech before the National
Association for the Ads ance-
mem of Colored People It
seems that the Times focused
on Jackson's speaking style-and
ignored the content -of his
speech
The essence of racism n that
ethnic
differi
_group
Jacks(
been v
racist
standa
been
candic
I
Paul
Robe
I kno
tion-
Jacks
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dit v
didat
Build a $7
not a new
lo the editor who
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After three and a half years W I
ot collegiate suppression l'se t Ala
decided its my turn to write and addrc
voice my gripes-- mg J
An
S' million for a new football
stadium?!? What is needed on 
ticket
Audi
this campus is a S million the lj
parking garage surpa
Day after day the UMaine l'se
bureaucrats ignore the tremen need
dous parking problem on this GRA
campus For anybody who has Th
been on this campus more than fresh
two days, no explanation is joke.
necessary And for those of you lege I
C ommentary
After my 32 sears in the banking
understandable that people would si
explain the recent stock market collar;
it is strange that no one has (Joffe so,
just as well, since home-spun wisdom
more reliable yarn than the ssnth
finance. •
In search of such wisdom, I found'
ing around in a darksorne wood nc
unction, when I chanced upon a se-no
leaning against a fatigued and an
itself -slumped against the scrub bite
on the tote road. Dusting off my if
pin-striped suit and blaze orange hat
quired cduld you comment
precipitous declines in equity values
exchanges?" I he tape recorder in It
captured his remarks:
"W aal, ms Old Man used to say
_market was the only legalized loiter)
A. Course. that was afore Tri-State
slant Winner, and the Moose lotte
stands to reason that there's more c
what's left oser alter beer mones,
stuff like that.
Here he broke off and jerked h
shoulder as a Budweiser beer truck r
its cargo-or refreshment for a disiant
"What the hell is he doin up here?"
"If I'd ,gotten him in the scope he
of non-returnables.
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Response
Press has patronizing attitude toward Jackson
To the 'editor:
David Cireely's Oct. 23
editorial suggested that the
American press is racist because
it does not take Jessie Jackson's
presidential campaign
seriously.
As evidence, Greek cites the
coverage by the New York
Times of a recent Jackson
speech before the National
Association for the Ads ance-
ment of Colored People It
seems that the Times focused
on Jackson's speaking uste-and
ignored the content of his
speech
The essence of racism Is that
ethnic minorities are treated
differently than the majority
group. The Times' coscrage of
Jackson's speech may have
been setond rate, but it was not
racist because the same low
standard of journalism has
been applied to all . of the
candidates.
I know much more about
Paul Simon's bow tie and Pat
Robertson's faith healing than
know about either man' s.posi-
tion. on trade protectionism.
Greek makes much of
Jackson's status as front runner
in the polls Any political pun-
dit will tell .you that a can-
didate's standing in the polls
means little this far in advance
of the primaries, except as a
function of name recognition.
At least, this was considered ho
be the case with the last front
runner. Gary Hart.
It might be suggested that
racism has helped, rather than
hindered Jackson's campaign
thus far. A white preacher who
had never been elected to public
office or seised at the national
level would not be taken as
seriously as Jackson has.
I give you Pat Robertson,
who as the son of a popular
U.S. senator probabk has a
better claim to be taken serious-
ly as a candidate
Build a $7 million garage,
not a new football stadium
To the editor
- -
After three and a half years
of collegiate suppression l'sc
decided its ms turn to write and
$7 million lor a new football
stadium?!? What is needed on
this campus is a $7 million
parking garage
Day after day the UMaine
bureaucrats ignore the tremen-
dous parking problem on this
campus. For anybody who has
been on this campus more than
two days, no eiplanation is
necessitY). And for those of you
who are newcomers, one word
expLams it all: corruption
W tr. else is this great
UMaine resenuc generator not
addressed? Somebody is mak-
ing a buc_10_
And by the way, why dot get
tickets on a daily basis while
Audis and BMWs parked on
the lawn near Alfond Arena get
surpassed esery day. Perhaps
l'se got the wrong sticker. I
need a "PARK ON THE
GRASS" sticker
This new mandatory
freshman dorm policy is also a
joke. Someday, if I go to col-
lege long enough and eat all my
segetables, mastic I too can
regulate my own life! Maybe
even be able to get a Chid
ing account
Why does this campus treat
_everybody like infants that
must be cared for? It is quite
ohs ious to me why the dorms
are empty. The mother hen
policies here dose normal peo
pie off campus
Get into the real world. Isn't
that what college should be
about?
- Stephen J. Rollins
Old Town
Jackson's ethnic slurs would
have destroyed the career of .a
white politician. Remember
Earl Butz and James "a black
woman, to Jews and a crip-
ple" Watt?
Imagine if one of the white
candidates associated himself
with the Grand Wizard of the
Ku Klux Klan.. Political self-
immolation. Yet no editor
bothers to remind us of
Jaasson's affiliation with the
,Res. Louis "Judaism is a gut-
ter religion" Farrakhan
Jackson's statements about
Fidel Castro and Ge CiueXera
would - have ended any
Republican's future with his
party. And his eccentric at-
titude concerning the Middle
East (he thinks we should be as
close to the Arabs as the
Israelis) would end his future
with the Democratic Party.,
were he white.
The attitude held by much of
the American press, and ap-
parently shared by David Gov-
ly, is that Jackson must be
treated with kid gloves because
he is Our.. Firt Black
Candidate. •
I find this attitude patroniz-
ing toward blacks and racist in
it's implications.
Patrick J. Hall
—Commentary
asses Lupus
_Of hulls bears and moose
After my 32 sears in the banking business, it is
understandable that people would seek me out to
explain the recent stock market collapse, Therefore.
It is strange that no one has dot% so, hut probably
lust as well, since home-spun wisdom usually makes
more reliable yarn than the synthetic .fibers of
finance. , •
In search ofsuch wisdom, I found myself stumbl-
ing around in a darksome wood near Brownville
iiniction, when I chanced upon a venerable morod.
leaning against a fatigued and cancerous pickup.
itself -slumped against the scrub birch encroaching
on the tote road. Dusting off ms three piece grey
pin-striped suit and blaze orange hat. I casually in-
quired. "Sir, cduld you comment on the recent
precipitous deelines in equits salues on the principal
exchanges?" I he tape recorder in my attache case
captured his remarks:
"W aal, ms Old Man used to say that the stock
market was the only legalized lottery in the U.S. at
A. Course, that was afore -Tri-State Megabucks, In-
stant Winner, and the Moose lotteries, so it just
stands to reason that there's more competition for
hat's left (net_ after beer money, child support,
stuff like that:
Here he broke off and jerked his 30.30 to his
shoulder as a Budweiser beer truck rumbled hs with
its cargdifirrefrethmeni or a distani ihnt, hamlet.
"What the hell is he doin up here?" he grumbled.
"If I'd ,gotten him in the scope he'd been a load
of nonoeturnables
"Anyhow, I wuz in the market. Way it happen-
ed, my luck> number come up in the Moose lot-
tery, so I hustles out and gets my license and the
next morning I'm booking it up 1-95 for the big
)country — not in this crate, mind you. butin a new
Laredo I'd picked up with the insurances from the ,
trailer fire.
"s .ell. it's a little dark and foggy, see? But I
don't want io waste time, so I'm riclin' on the rear
ends of those bastards in front of me, blinkin and
tootin'. until I gets to the front of the line and Jesus
Christ! I can't-see argoddamn thing! So I hits the
• breaks, and the next thing I knows I'm lookin' up
at the medics and there's red and blue lights all over
the place, and those bastards that was holdin' me
up has e all plowed into the I aredo! Now, sisha was
the, doin' following a guy who couldn't see his nose
in front of hit face? •
"Anyhow, ms law set collected from half a dozen
insurance companies, and when Si. came to see me
in the hospual with her broker boyfriend, heighld
me on puffin' ms extra cash in one of them there
funds that just 'buss them Dow-Jones cornpanies.
"know, with that Dow-Jones as erage at S2.100 or
so, it takes a bundle just to get in the game, so this
here fund comes up with ilic idea of tire/kin' it in-
COuld grus_pLece
of the action.
"1 shooktrknowed better Anytime the DO K S
back in my hometown got together with the loneses
W.G. Sayres
there was sure to be drinkm' and %Wolin' — thes
wasn't aserage no way. But what the hell — the
market was goin' faster than me and those guys on
1-95, and I didn't want to get behind.
"Well, I just got out of the hospital, and you can
see I ain't even got the down payment on a new
Laredo — just enough for a few rounds of ammo,
but all I ;ccn so far is a Holstein cow and that beer
truck a little while ago. So I should let the Dow,
and the Jonescs beat the crap Out of each other. "
We were interrupted by a rustling in the brush,
and ms companion again whipped his rifle to his
shoulder, only to lower it again resignedly. "There
goes another one," he muttered, as a large four
legged animal wearing a curious bandana head dress
lumbered across the road. Slung oscr its ample
flanks were signboards prominently lettered
"COW." As it passed, I -could swear it gase me
3 knowing wink, and there was something pretty
big ur!.deruhat bandana.
''Guess that's it," ms friend sighed. "Looks like
I'd better get -on-the road — hope this wreck can
make it to New ilerses. ".
"You mean you're from away?" I asked.
••Yup — don't think I'd live up here in the
boonies with afl these hicks, do ya? Besides, my
broker is has-in' a Megabucks seminar tomorrow
on Wall Street."
It'. G. Sayres is an English M.A. candidate who
lives .in Readfield. Maine.
41
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Halloween
_Mack The Knife and I ucky DA;
we lose you hkc you read about
M.D. and J.H.
Nev. - -- -
It's getting qtnte chills I think it's
just swell. Please wash your bells
.• button so it doesn't smell.
'love you
F UZ2AV"
Rao.
1 love sou so much You make
me feel silly lend me sour car So
I an use sou a wet wills'
Papps Halloween &
Happs Annisersars
lose soca
LOVE MUFFIN,
Happy Halloween! - I do .hope
sOu're weartna your "witch
boots,"
Bunks R
Jaq.
Mistake vim!
tijr H
D
S.M.F.J.M:
_ 1
You a • wild & crazy -bunch-I'mso we're roommates'
Linda you sess editor type babe
you You'se done a great job so
far
-No malls. I mean it
t4#
Now the WORLD will know! My
Widdle name is NOT Agnes'!"
To Melanie. Stacs. Tamms
The ghosts and goblins mas scare
you, but it's the monsters that lurk
in the night that N ou better beware
of
From the brothers of Tri-Bro
To the ICCVVT Fan Club.
Take a trip & give me a ham
quicke .:Spew 2002' Tatsooga;
shoes & k1. 'Jlft'F" bar los
Harps Hipps
Hugger
I hope sour C I Joe costume
and platoon wins the holloween
".hallenge " Good Luck'
Bullethcad
Jaime. 
-.
You are the onI; "treat" 1 want
this Holloween'.
lose. \()XT)
Desperatels seeking ores Fogens
• MI • • 
Personals
Michael. -•
Can't wait to sec sou model
those Minis! Remember to %bast
your legs
IS!
Kin Moods:
Two years WOW' Fsers untie
day. 1 have come to lose you more
Forever.
Tam
To Our Sweetheart- kaths
•Are these really ghosts and ghouls
and des dish spirts' Onc things for
sure, the moonlight beams on the
girl of our dreams She's the
sweetheart of Sigma. OW
lose. The Brothers ofSignia Chi
Is
- To Ken -
You are the greatest' May your
year- be also And nese: -forget
Sept.  19.
Loic sou ,Z0X0 !Eh:. H.
To Candi.
Hasc a great Holloween aria
don't 0114141 any pumpkins' We
an do that in Cushing.
• 
- -  cw-e
To You Know -14 ho .0 Are'
I dosil want to hear it'
Thank sou for :he beautifsd_
poem and especialls. for COW
beautiful frieridstur
I lose sou!
I /met.
a
To Doobte.
'sit bough a volleyball quern sbu
are not sour sets sure are pre-Its
hot And esen though sou hase
mans a quirk lust remember
orscloms don't aiways wort
lose. your M 04 ibtl
To the Vermont ghoul in, Ill
Gannet t - your Hoods soul is as
sweet as honey, that I taste in.mans
ways
Hi Dadds' Mommy loses you
sets much!'
M.
I miss sou during thc week. hut
I'm going to make up for it this
weekend Dinner will he ms treat'
lost you k B
P S V• hat did sou think the treat
was going do he?
ImPINLor
Lams and Meg.
It's going to ram pail and shorn*
SONTIC
_ On Halloween, hessiweof 
-pumpkins
moldy-
Meg. don't ptcli yotir
__ _pumpkin's nose And U,.., you -
• can base .hosislatc this weekend
Lose. K.B. •
.....
 • • • • MN
4•04"•-
f
BACK..-.13Y-1/4.POPULAR DEMAND
he Drank Too Much Bus!
.r7) for a limited engagement of ONE night
HALLO
vow
to and from the BASH at the ORONOKA
., running, not walking, 8pm till lam on Oct 31
pickup every 1/2 hour at MacDonalds, Field House, York Complex, and 7-11 in Orono
so put on a new face and party like a penguin!
--be safe, sell your car, leave the driving-finis! 
paid for by your student government
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Reagan clu
WASHINGTON -(API - President
Reagan. making good on his promise to
pick another hardline conser?.atise,
nominated federal appeals court Judge
Douglas H. Ginsburg to the Supreme-
CAiiiiii-OdittUrsday. raising the prospect
Of a Second confirmation battle in the
Senate.
Reagan praised Ginsburg as an ad-
vocate of judicial restraint and a believer
in law and order—He said Ginsburg
"Will take a tough, clear-eyed view" of
the Constitut ion " while remaining sen-
sitive to the safety of our citiiens and
to the problems facing law enforcement
professionals."
Ginsburg sits on the %Lint, bench as
Judge Robert H. Bork, whose nomina-
- non to the nation's highest court was re-
jet-led by the Senate Friday. Ginsburg
and Bork are generally., vievied as being
ideologicalls similar.
If confirmed, Ginsburg would one .
of the youngest justices esret to sit on the
-court. Fie is 41. Ginsburg, a former Har-
sard Law School professor And head of
the Justice Department antitrust divt-
sion. would be the first Jew to sit on the
high court sine the resignation of Abe
ort as in 1969
Seeking to head off the lengthy' debate
that led to Fork's defeat. Reagan said.
"If these hearings- take more than. three
•Hallows  
held with big bonfires on hilltops to light
up the night and drive spirits away. The
people wore scary masks and animal
skins, hoping that their costumes would
keep the creature, from knowing who
they were. This brought about today's
custom of .dressing up as frightening
characters.
Hundreds of years later, the Chnstian
religion came to these countries and
Nov. I was known as All Saint's Day,
or All ,Hallows (holy) Day. The night
before, Oct. 31, was therefore canal All
Hallows E'en (esening), which was
shortened to Halloween. •
People during this time believed that
they could foretell the future on that
night by jumping oser lighted candles
 
 In the BraushAsles, ia.tung_preople
disguised in grotesque masks and carry
Save the LP!
Rumor has it that your rec
ing obsolete. As one music
ly said, -If it's flat, black ar
tion". Now hold on, here!
At Dr. Records, we see thin
plently of room for the LP in
Besides, many artists and
CD, and some never will t
So, if the digital revolutio
come see us. We'll treat y
ing y/ou feel like a dinosai
For LPs, cassettes, and C
Dr. Record5
20 Main St. 0
S.
ober 30, 19.7
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Reagan chooses another hard-liner for court
W ASHINGTON1AP) — President
Reagan, making good on his promise to
pick another hardline conser?.atise,
nominated federal appeals court Judge
Douglas H. Ginsburg to the Supreme-
ori Ttinrsday.- rinsing the prospect
oT a second confirmation battle in the
Senate.
Reagan praised Ginsburg as an ad•
vixate of judicial restraint and a heheser
in law and order.-- He said Ginsburg
'•is ill take a tough. clear-eyed slew" of
the Constitution "while remaining sen-
sitive to the %islets of our citiiens and
to the problems facing law enforcement
professionals "
Ginsburg sits on the same. bch as
Judge Robert H. Bork. whose nomina-
tion to the nation's highest court was re-
jected by the Senate Friday. Ginsburg
and Bork are generally, vievied as being
ideological), similar.
If confirmed. Ginsburg wouldn't one
-of the sounge+t justices ever to sit on the
court. He is 41. Ginsburg, a former Hai-
yard I aw School professor And head of
the Justice Department antitrust divi-
sion, would he the first Jew to sit on the
high court since the resignation of Abe
Fort as in 1969.
Seeking to head off the kngthy debate
that led to Bork•s defeat. Reagan said.
"It these hearings-take more than three
*Hallows
weeks to get going. the American peo-
ple will know whirs up."'
Ginsburg was reported to be a 
choice of Atforney General Edwin
Meese Ill, while White House chief of
staff Howard R. Baker Jr. was urging
the appointment of federal appeals
court judge Anthony Kenetiy of
Sacramento. Calif.. who wout4 have
been a less controversial choice.
On Monday, Baker sounded out ve
kcy Republican senators about 13 or 14
potential nominees and, -according to
Republican sources, half of those nam-
ed dress at least some opposition — and
Ginsburg was among those whose name
di-Ms objectons.
Sources familiar with the struggle said
that tht chances for Kenneth's nomina
tion collapsed when Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C.. threatened to filibuster a Ken
nedy nomination on the grounds he st as
not constrtatIse cough.
Ginsburg and Kennedy. along with
federal appeals court judge William W
Wilkens Jr.. were summoned to the
Justice Department on Wednesday night
for interviews with Baker, Meese.
William Bradford Reynolds. an assis-
tant attorney general. White House
counsel A.B. Culsahouse• and deputy
chief of staff Kenneth Duberstein.
At a 9:30 a.m. meeting Thursday.
held with big bonfires on hilltops to light
up the nigh: and drive spirits away. The
people wore scary masks and animal
skins, hoping that their costumes would
; keep the creatures from knowing who
the) were. This brought about today's
custom of dressing up as frightening
characters.
Hundreds of years later, the Chnsnan
religion came to these countries and
Nov. I was known as All Saint's Day.
or All ,Hallows (holy) Day. The night
before. Oct. 31, was therefore called All
Hallows E'en (evening), which was
shortened to Halloween. •
People during this time believed that
they, could foretell the future on that
(continued from page II
mg lanterns carved from- turnips
gathered in each village.
Halloween tradition and celebrations
today keep many of these early customs
unchanged.
An old Scotch superstition, which is
still carried out today in Halloween
decorations, was that witches, those
who had sold their soul to the devil, left
in their beds on Halloween night a stick
made by magic to look like themselves
Then, accompanied by black cats, they
would fly up the chimney and into the
sky on a broom.
Such fears and superstitions no longer
exist and Halloween has become a
_
"lust" holiday for children.
night by jumping user lighted candles. While Oct. 31 was once a frightening
la the British ides. young_PeoPin night. now itt_s just a spooky night for
disguised in grotesque masks and carry- the young, as well as the young at heart
1
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Save the LP!
t.Rumor has it tha your record collection is fast becom-
ing obsolete. As one music industry spokesman recent-
ly said, "If it's flat, black and vinyl it's a dying configura-
tion". Now hold on, here!
At Dr. Records, we see things differently. We feel there's
plently of room for the LP in the scheme of things musical.
Besides, many artists and titles aren't now available on
CD, and some never will be.
So, if the digital revolution has you feeling all thumbs,
come see us. We'll treat your vinyl mania without mak-
ing /ou feel like a dinosaur
For LPs, cassettes, and CDs at bargain prices ..
Dr. ---Records---Mr. Fixit
20 Main St. Orono 866-7874
Reagan was briefed by Baker. Meese
and Duberstein. He made his decision
at the end of that 20-minute discussion.
Senate Judiciary Committee Chair-
man Joseph R. Biden. D-Del., ' who
played a pivotal role in the rejection Of
Bork .by a 58-42 vote last week.
reportedly has told administration of-
ficials that some of Ginsburg's views are
highly controversial.
Senate Democratic Whip Alan
Cranston called Ginsburg "a surprising
choice, gis en his age and limited judicial
*Ghost
,
' experience." He added, AlThere were
certainly a number ofrmore qualified
and More experienced conservatives on
the list being-considered. Perhaps they
were less acceptable to Attorney General.
Meese. "
The seat that Ginsburg would fill was
vacated when associate justice Lewis
Powell announced his retirement June
26 He was considered a swing vote,
making the choice of a successor a bat-
tleground that could shape the court's
future for years.
One of the strangest incidents Gallant
was involved in occurred one evening
when she was about to have a glass of.
wine. 
"I had just poured ittc glass of wine
when someone came to the door," she
said. "I set the glass down and answered_
the door — it was my resident assistant .
•'While I was talking to him he inter-
rupted me and said my glass was mov-
ing across the table. At first I thought
he was joking, but he was right. The
glass had moved from one side of the
table completels to the other."
Gallant said She checked the table and
it was not wet . She also put a round oh-
ject on the table to sec if it was slanted,
but the object didn't roll off the table.
"The glass was long stemmed and
-Tun so it Was not easily moved," she
said. "I'm glad I wasn't the only one
who saw it move."
Huldah Warren, current resident
director of Colvin. said it took just two
weeks for her to believe there was a
ghost in the building.
"I was living here a week before
anyone else arrived. At night I would
hear noises," she said, "like someone
was walking on the floor above me. It
wasn't any other noise, it was definite-
ly someone walking. but there was no
one in the building."
There are also rumors of noises in the
attic. "People often thought they heard
someone walking in the attic.
Gallant said, "but it was always lock-
ed,- so no One could have been up___
ihere."
; Another curious incident occurred
When a student taking a class in folklore
•
•
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asked Gallant if she could do a project
on the ghost of Colvin. Part of the-pro-
ject was a taped interview with Gallant -
"We did the interview and when she
tried to play it back my voice sounded
very slow," Gallant said. "It also
sounded as if someone had stopped the
recorder periodically throughout the in-
terview."
Gallant said they immediately taped
some music using :hc7;arru.- tap:: ar...1
recorder, played it back, and it worked
fine.
"It was one of the strangest
things," she said. "The recorder was
Mugged into an electrical outlet so the
batteries had nothing to do with it. I
have no idea why it didn't work. Both
the tape and recorder seemed fine."
Tom Dullahan, resident assistant of
Colvin, said he has never seen the ghost
but there have been several instances
where he felt someone watching him.
"One time I was trying the keys to
some of the rooms upstairs and I con-
stantly got the feeling I was being wat-
ched from down the hall, " he said. "I
was the only one around so I don't
know who it could have been. Others
have had the same feeling when they
were alone."
Warren said the residents. of Colvin
aren'tuncomfortable with the ghost.
"I don't get the feeling that she's a
bad person or that we are in danger."
she said. "No one is afraid of her and,
At:wally-sometimes I feel as if the is LAI
ing care of things."
Only Amiga
makes it possible.
$929.99 includes monitor.
•fti,1••1 1111•1•1, •••
Hours:
Noon to 9:00 p.m. - Fri.
9:00 to 3:00 p.m. - Sat.
Call for Special Appointment
Ask bout user group specials7C, in '4'0 
1. Join AUSOME ( Arbiga Users of Maine)
.....
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Sports
Football Bears must
beat Delaware for bid
Om erode
It's that time of year again.
You have to scrape your car windows
in the morning, the University of Maine
hockey team is getting ready to kick off
its winter schedule and everybody's-
afraid _they're going to wake up with
snow in their yard.
But this year something is different.
This year the. University of Maine
football team is making a serious run at
the Yankee Conference crown.
Thanks to 22 fourth quarter points.
which enabled them to rally past the
L'niversity of Connecticut last Saturday.
the Black Bears find themselves with a
4-1 conference record and to v.ins
ais ay from at least a share of the con-
ference title
Depending upon the outcOme of
Thursday night's game between the
Unisersits of Richmond and Boston
I no erssts the Black Bears could end up
as conference champions
If upsets Richmond. the con- .
ference leader, and the Black Bears beat
both the Universits of Delaware and the
Unisersity of Nev. Hampshire, the con-
ference trophy will be L'Maine's along
:with a berth in the NCAA Division
AA playoffs. '
But the Black 'Bears must win Satur-
day at Delaware Stadium to make
anything happen.
Delaware is 4-3 overall and 1-3 in the
conferenCe but has been playing well
(see FOOTBAI.I page 12i
A Mexican Restaurant
Watering Hole
Downstairs
Thursday- Long Island
Ice Teas $1.75!
Friday- Rolling Rock/
Rolling Rock Light
$1 00 a bottle
Saturday- Costume Party
Com/ Coors light
$.60 a glass
$3.25 a pitcher
-4
Friday Happy Hour 3-8pm
Hockey team heads to
Alabama for first game
,,Black Bear ice men to
open season against
-. University of Alabama
be B. kW Illearlsa
6pons writer
The state of Alabama is known for
many' thinp, but hockey isn't one of
them.
--But that's *here the University of
Maine hockey team Will kick off its
regular season Fridas. as the Black
Bears open up a weekend series against
the Unibersity of Alabama At
Hunissille.
L'Maine coach Shawn Walsh explain-
ed his reasons for venturing into a area
known primarily for football
"If it's Alabama this year. who°
knows, there might be hockey in Ten-
nessee or Kentucky nest year. - Walsh ,
said. "Vb e•re always willing to help a
program get ott the ground."
- The weekend contests; F-rsday at 7:
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Von
Buan Arena, feature two squads on the
rise.
Of course. UMaine is conung off its
most successful Division I season in its
history. finishing 24-16-2 and earning a
berth in the NCAA final eight.
/- urt her the Black Bears were im-
presstse in an exhibition contest with the
United States (Asti-lois team two weeks
ago, finishing on the losing end of a 4-1
contest
CA-Huntsville -is beginning its in-
agural Division 1 schedule, though the
Chargers have gone head-to-head with
top-level collegiate hockey before
_
Lt. season UA-Huntsville nearly
upset Colgate Unisersirs • playing the
ECAC Red Raiders tough before drop-
ping a 3-.2 decision
The Charger's program began dose to
a decade ago ss hen support for the near
bs orid Hockes Association's Birm-
ingham Bulls spawned the only col-
legiate hockey team in the south.
(Ses-eral members of that WHA team
are still playing today, including Ken
_Unseman of the Boston Bruins And
-Michel Goulet of the Quebec
Nordiques).
But '11 is just this season that LTA-
Hunt ssille. coming off, 20-10 record of
a year ago, has decided to step up to the
Division I level.
(see HOCKEY page
TRICK OR TREAT AT
HALLOWEEN PARTY
October 31st with WKSQ 'Kiss 94 FM* playing the
best of the 60*.s. 70's. and 80's.
Win a cash prize of $100 or $50 in our
COSTUME CONTEST
Win a STAND-UP VIREO GAME or an AM/FM
Clock Radio in our DANCE CONTEST and loads
of other treats'
Friday-Saturday 18 yrs old & up
8-4 a.m.
_ 9-1 p.m.- $5.00 cover
After 1 a.m. $3.00 cover
Dance on the biggest dance floor in Bangor'
(With your UMaine student ID $1.00 off cover
dress code required.)
-
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Part of that decision-may stem fit
the fact that .the,NCAA has increas
the number of playoff positions to 1
including one independent spot, whi
the Chargers will be shooting for.
Some top soarers for the Chargers
dude forwards Richard Sloan, w
tallied 22 goals and =39 assists for
points last season, Mike Bulks (16:
39) and Mike Lobes (10-23-41).
Backstopping UA-Huntsville
goaltender Chris Parsons, who had
impresstsc 14-4-2 record last year an
sharp 3.3$' goals-against mark
In addition to the Black Bears, 1'
•••••• +M.
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7 'Hockey 
Part of that decision may stem from
the fact that or,NCAA has increased
the number of playoff positions to 12.
including one independent spot, which
the Chargers will he shooting for
Some top scorers for the Chargers in -
dude forwards Richard Sloan. who A strike against the ('hargers is the
tallied 22 goals and 49 assists for 61 fact that they practice in a facility A
points last season. Mike Bulka (16-21 known as the Ice Palace. Its
19) and Mike lobes (18-23-411 meesuternentsare---Hifsfeet by 66 feet;
substantially smaller than a regulation
rink.
tiontinued from page Int
Backstopping UA-Huntsville is
go•Itentier, Chris Parsons. who had an
impress's e 14-42 record last year and a
sharp 3.35 goals-against mark
In addition to the Hlak Bears. tA
r1CdnkirrS
ilt
Huntsville will take on, among other
teams. the University of New Hamp-
shire. the Air Force Academy, Univer-
sityof Alaska31inchorage. University of
Alaska-Fairbanks and St. Cloud State
University:
•• •
The Black Bears open their Hockey
Fast schedule next Saturday at 'home
against Lowell University-;
•••• .1•11.• ••••••
Great Job!
I. Great ibb for students with car. This is not selling. It
is Public Relations-delivering flyers and samples to com-
panies in Bangor area. $7.00 an hour. Work your own
schedule. Work as hard as you want.
Excellent opportunity for right student If interested in
- I an interview, call George Sawyer at Gannett Hall room
f 229 on-the Orono Campus. telephone numbef ;
I PS. Also can interview for excellent summer jobs travel- 
-prizes for.  best costumes
  
ing in Norther.n New'England-starting as sr_i. as school-1-4 -•-• 
gets out. Starting pay Sln0 On a week. I 1
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Snack Bar
Open Monday thru Friday
7 a.m: - 2:30 p.m.
Luncheon Specials-
Mon. Cheeseburger Platter
Tue. Chicken Nugget Platter
1. Wed. Homemade Special
Thur. Hot Dog Platter
Fri. Scallop Platter
Come in and enjoy
Bon & Jerry's
Ice Cream
as well
• Breakfast includee a choice Of five specials each day
. 
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-Halloween Party
—
• Ara-1r
Oct. 31, Halloween
LAST DAY TO-
PURCHASE
Sugarloaf Season
Pass for only $250
Nov. 1-$350
uon t let tn-ts—prt-f-
It's a deal!
Tickets available at the Athletic
Ticket Office.
-11 • • •
OUT 000R
-QUIPMENT SALE
Buy & sell. New & used. Skis, Tents, Sleeping
Bags, Backpacks, Climbing Gear, Canoes,
Clothing, used!rental gear.
Thursday. & Friday (10/29 & 10/30), 10-4pm.
1912 Room, Memorial Union
'If you have items Ito sell please bring them to
the Maine Bound Office on Wed 10/28 between
10 & 4 pm or before 10 am on Thurs 10/29.
Maine Bound will keep 10 pet. and the rest is
your.s._ See yOu_tlaele!
4041 * r"fi
•
at
Yianni's
_October 31st, 8-11 p.m.
University-Malt-Orono 827-5421
•_•_•_•...•_•_•_•_•e•...•_._•_•_• M. • MO • al• • MP • M. • M. • 41 • Mb •MI, • See  •
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*Football
lately, winning their last three gamcs.
Last week they rallied to beat Lehigh.
28-24 after knocking off William and
Mary, 38-14, and the University of
Massachusetts. 37-14. Their conference
losses came at the hands of the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island, Richmond and'
UNH.
Coach Tim Murphy expects yet
another tough game for his Black Bears.
"Year in and year out Delaware has
some of the best talent in the east and
I believe this year is no exception," he
said. "They were picked as a favorite in
the Yankee Conference and the way they
are playing now seems to justify that
ranking.,"
The Blue Hen offense has averaged
361.7 yards a game. 194 of that coming
through the au Quarterback David
SICIC1 has completed 88 passes for 1,167
• and ten touchdowns while being in-
tercepted nine times.
Sierer's favorite target has been split
end James Anderson Anderson, who
didn't even participate so spring prac-
tice, has caught 35 passes for 748 yards.
and ten touchdowns. He has been rank-
ed in the top ten in Division I-AA in
both scoring and pass receiving.
Darrell Booker, an All-American
linebacker, leads thc defense. He has a
team high 91 tackles. including 23 in the
Blue Hens'victory over Westchester.
Delaware's other two starting
linebackers, Jeff and Jim Borkowski.
are second and third. in tackles with 63
and 53 respectively.
Delaware has won II of the last 12
meetings between the schools, with
Uhtaine's lone victory coming in 1985.-
The l'aiversity of Maine Black Bears
will take oa the l. niversits of Delaware
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR eel
STUDENT DIRECTORY?
On Sale al a Unipersity Bookstore near you! 
INCLUDES HOME AND LOCAL ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS.
OFF CAMPUS Students who ordered Student Directories may pick them up
at the Air force ROTC Detachment near the Campus Police Station
ON-CAMPUS Students who ordered them will have them delivered during next week
DEPT OFFICES May make IDTs tb the AFROTC DEPT Thetisoll be delivered
•
•
tcoatiamed from page 10)
•
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-Saturday. The Bean mast win the game
in order to secure a playoff spot.
Sports brief
NEW YORK (API— Sparky Andes -
son, who led the Detroit Tigers to the
II this season on
Get healthly. Fret check up
at the Memorial- Union d
preventive meolicine clinic
See story page 3.
The
Miry, Z 
High-tech
may be it
Thursday was named American league
Manager of thc Year bs the Baseball
riter's Association of kmerica for the
second time in four years
Anderson. also earned manager of
in 1984 when the Tigers won the
- World SCTICS, receised 11 first-place
-votes:.--inkt a tutu! of 90 -points -tn-
balloting by a 'panel of two BilW
members from each AL city
Tom Trebelhorn of the Milwaukee
Brewers was second with 78 point's and
seven first-place 1,pfes, followed by Tom
Kelly of the World Sates champion
Minnesota Twins with 74 points and 10
first place votes
Lt...p\A/E ENT 
At the Oronoka
Sat. Oct. 31. 8pm -? 3.W
featuring
The Rewinders & Kinsmen Widgerunners
g PRIZES AWARDED TO
FUNKIEST COSTVMES
cash bar id requires
Brought to you by the O.C.B.
Residential- I ite is looking into
llossibilits of adding a new residencel
to the University of Maine campus
There are several reasons why the 1
is being proposed, hut the main rea
1.40 meet the future needs of the ca
pus."Right now were worting
conceptual plan," said John Halste
%ice president for student services.
-''Welfe•try-ing-4-0 be more- reSpOn3
to the students needs and the only r
blem is finding funding."
Lhe residence hall ywould not o
provide an increased number of hc
trig spaces available, but would s_ervi
an addition to eke various types of hi
ins that arc presently on campus.
According to Director of Resider
I ife. Scott Anchors, the hall wouk
a "high-tech dormitory complete
telephone hookups in esery room
possibly a computer in esery roorr
Babbitt. in _
may have
pHoustx_ AraiL.A.AP1=
hopeful Bruce Babbitt and his
but their car was destroyed wh
the auto and it hit a car in In
Babbitt, 49, suffered possibk
spokesperson Vada Manager I
three-car accident reported an
The former Arizona gosernoi
12, were heading to play basket
when A %An with rain-soaked br.
of Babbitt•s 197'7 Buick l eSal
Babbitt's car then hit a schic
tamed an acquaintance. Phil V,
to the health club, Manager s,
Babbitt, a lawyer himself. c
Phisenist. — his wife, Hato
Nlanager said.
Both Babbitt and his son *I
spokesperson said
Babbitt has had back probli
doors enthusiast who has taken
cross-country ski trips.
The former gosernor made
appearances later in the day a
for New Hampshire, Manage'
"He was feeling fine." thi
ding that Babbitt would probab
in New Hampshire and woi
necessary.
Babbitt said he was stopped
mini-van driven by  Donna MAW
dropped off a group of Boy 5.
of his car, Manager said.
"She was quite apologetic,
Manager sant:
